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Introduction
The activities in these teaching notes are designed to develop pupils’ language skills by using a
communicative, action-based approach.
In order to motivate pupils and engage them with the subject matter of football and Portuguese, it is
important to consider what they already know, how their prior knowledge is activated and how they
make progress in line with the new National Curriculum.
It is vital that the initial activities make the pupils aware of the topics we are going to work with,
focusing on the elements that are of interest to them, in order to make the learning process relevant
and appealing.
Each unit is divided into two sessions, each one lasting between 30 and 45 minutes. These sessions
could be built into your existing curriculum time or can be offered as an extra-curricular activity.
The sessions are comprised of various activities, each including a brief description, as well as a
suggested time allocation (marked in red) and group format - e.g. whole class, small groups, pairs etc.
(marked in green).
Some activities require additional materials such as PowerPoint presentations (PPT) or flashcards
(provided as PDF files). Please refer to the Members’ Area of the Double Club website for additional
resources for you to download. Some activities may also require pupils to bring in pictures of their
favourite players in preparation. These additional materials are marked in blue, to help with your
preparation.
You will find the answers to all activities in the pupils’ workbook on the last page of the teaching notes.
Throughout the programme, pupils should be encouraged to make use of the English to Portuguese
glossary at the back of the workbook to develop their literacy, referencing and autonomous
learning skills. (A copy of the glossary is provided at the end of the teaching notes for reference.)
The European version of Portuguese is used by default in these materials, but the glossary gives
alternatives in Brazilian Portuguese where relevant.
Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners
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Unidade 1
Overview
Unit 1 introduces greetings, feelings, countries and football positions.

Level

KS1, KS2, KS3

CEFR Level

A1

Topics

Greetings, feelings, numbers 1-10,
countries, football positions

Level
challenges

Words, sentences, texts

•
•
Objectives
•
•
•
Use of
language

•
•

Type of
activity

Grouping and
spaces

Skills

4

•
•
•

To understand and say greetings, numbers from 1-10 and football positions
To introduce the role of languages and cooperation between people of different
countries and cultures in football
To show interest and reply when asking about yourself
To express personal feelings
Vocabulary: o futebol, Olá!, Adeus! Inglaterra, Portugal, Brasil, contente, triste, a mascote,
posições (o/a guarda-redes, o/a defesa, o/a médio campista, o extremo / a extrema,
o avançado / a avançada), o treinador, o capitão, a equipe, o jogador / a jogadora
Structures: Olá! Como estás?, Bem, obrigado(a)., Como te chamas? Chamo-me ...,
De onde és? Eu sou de ..., Sou …, Na minha equipe, o ... é ...
Enabling
(introduction, development)
Assessing
(development, revision, final)

Sensory
learning
styles

Visual, auditory, kinaesthetic

Grouping: Individual, pairs,
small groups, whole class
Space: Classroom

Timing

Two sessions of 30 to 45 minutes

Resources &
materials

Downloads:
• PPT: Pictures of Arsenal
players
• PPT: Emotions

Listening, speaking, reading,
writing, interaction

Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners

Unidade 1
Session 1
Session 1 introduces greetings and the role of languages in football, as well as
enabling pupils to talk about themselves.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction activity - 5-10 mins - whole class
Start the session by building pupils’ anticipation and excitement: they will be learning Portuguese
with the Arsenal team! Then, write the words ‘futebol’ and ‘português’ on the board. The pupils should
call out ideas connected with these words, with you adding them to the board – this is designed to
activate their prior knowledge of football and Portuguese.
2. Enabling: development activity - 7-10 mins - whole class, pairs
Start by saying “Olá! Chamo-me ...”, repeating this several times. To make the activity more interesting,
show the pictures of Arsenal players PPT, filling in the names accordingly. Then, select pupils
individually and ask them “E tu? Como te chamas?”. After all the pupils have had a chance to respond,
they should work in pairs to practice the dialogue below, each pretending to be a football player of
their choice - e.g.:
Pupil A: Olá! Chamo-me Gabriel. E tu, como te chamas?
Pupil B: Olá! Chamo-me Theo Walcott.
A: Adeus, Theo.
B: Adeus, Héctor.
3. Assessing: development activity - 8-10 mins - pairs
(Workbook, p4) The pupils should work in pairs to firstly read the model structures from the table,
then practise introducing another five players from the Arsenal squad (see workbook, p7). Then, they
should fill in the speech bubbles.
4. Enabling: development activity - 5-10 mins - small groups
Ask the pupils what the sentences “Sou de Portugal.” / “Sou do Brasil.” and “Sou da Inglaterra.” mean.
Then, ask them to look at the team list in the workbook, p7. Discuss where the players come from
in the world, and what languages they speak. How many of them might use Portuguese (or another
foreign language) to communicate with each other?
In groups, pupils should come up with three reasons for why football players would need to speak
different languages; then, feed back to the class. (Possible reasons might include: playing in a different
country, communicating with new teammates and helping them settle in, communicating with a
foreign manager, working in the media after your playing career is over etc.)
Emphasise that speaking a language doesn’t necessarily mean speaking it perfectly: you can start
small and build on what do you know, bit by bit. Often, just a few words are enough to establish a
personal connection with someone and make a real difference to your understanding with them.
5. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Coming up in the next session: numbers and football positions.

Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners
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Unidade 1
Session 2
Session 2 introduces football positions and words to express feelings.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 5-10 mins - whole class
•

Start the lesson with a ball throwing/passing activity, greeting the pupils with “Olá!” and asking how
they feel today, using “Como estás?”. Model the response “Bem, obrigado(a)”, and practise this with
the pupils.

•

With the new vocabulary secure, introduce structures used in Session 1, such as “Chamo-me ... .
E tu, como te chamas?”, passing the ball back and forth.

•

Finally, ask the pupils if they are ‘contentes’ or ‘tristes’. To support this activity, you could use the
player photos in the emotions PPT, showing these feelings plus others, so that the pupils must
adopt the emotion shown on the slide.

2. Enabling: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class, small groups, individually
(Workbook, p5) Introduce the positions on the pitch, reading each speech bubble aloud with the
pupils repeating after you. Talk about language learning strategies, finding ways to remember the new
words and how to pronounce them. Look for similarities with English, as well as with other languages,
and discuss.
Introduce ’Sou ...’, and ask the pupils to think about their favourite player and their position. In small
groups, the pupils should introduce themselves as their favourite player, e.g. ”Olá! Chamo-me
Theo Walcott. Sou extremo”.
3. Assessing: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class, small groups, individually
(Workbook, p5) Ask the pupils to fill in the blank boxes on the pitch at the bottom of the page.
On the top line, they should use the article (‘o’) and state the player’s position, using the vocabulary
they have learnt from the previous activity. They can then choose any player (‘jogador’) and write their
name on the bottom line.
Note that for this activity, should pupils choose to include female players in their team, this would
change the article from ‘o’ to ‘a’, and some of the words for the positions will change to reflect gender
- e.g. ‘a extrema’, ‘a avançada’. Also, the word for ‘player’ changes from ‘o jogador’ to ‘a jogadora’.
Pupils can share their team with the class or in pairs, using the structure:
“Na minha equipe, o [position] é [name of player].”
4. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Coming up in the next session: football words for things like ‘corner’, ‘referee’ and ‘Goal!’, and numbers
up to 35.
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Unidade 2
Overview
Unit 2 introduces new vocabulary and numbers from 11-35, as well as practising
vocabulary and structures from Unit 1.

Level

KS1, KS2, KS3

CEFR Level

A1

Topics

Football words, numbers 11-35

Level
challenges

Words, sentences, texts

Objectives

•
•

To understand and say football words
To understand and say numbers from 11-35

•

Vocabulary: vocabulário de futebol (o adepto, o apito, o árbitro, a bola, a cabeçada,
o campo de futebol, o canto, o cartão amarelo, o cartão vermelho, a equipa, o estádio,
a falta, Golo!, o jogador, a mascote, o penalti, o treinador, o troféu), números (um, dois,
três, quatro, cinco, seis, sete, oito, nove, dez, onze, doze, treze, catorze, quinze, dezasseis,
dezassete, dezoito, dezanove, vinte, vinte e um – trinta e cinco), a senhora, o senhor,
el banquillo
Structures: Que palavra está no cartão número ...?, Sou ..., Sou o número ...,
Vai a/para ..., Inidica uma palavra que comece com a letra ‘c’., O onze do Arsenal [para
hoje]:, Bom dia / Boa noite, senhoras e senhores!, Bemvindos ao Emirates Stadium!,
No banco de reservas estão …

Use of
language
•

•
Type of
activity

Grouping and
spaces

Skills

•
•
•

Enabling
(introduction, development)
Assessing
(development, revision, final)

Sensory
learning
styles

Visual, auditory, kinaesthetic

Grouping: Individual, pairs,
small groups, whole class
Space: Classroom

Timing

Two sessions of 30 to 45 minutes

Resources &
materials

Downloads:
• PPT: Words with numbers
• PDF: Football words
flashcards

Listening, speaking, reading,
writing, interaction

Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners
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Unidade 2
Session 1
Session 1 introduces useful football vocabulary, numbers 1-10 and noun gender.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 7-15 mins - whole class, pairs / small groups
Revise football positions from Unit 1 and introduce new football vocabulary by playing a game using
the football words flashcards. First, stick the four flashcards that show football positions on the walls
around the classroom (These use the same pictures as on the pitch on p5 of the workbook). Then,
give instructions to pairs or groups of pupils in turn, instructing them to go to a position flashcard –
e.g. “Vai ao guarda-redes”. Once pupils are familiar with the structure that asks them to ‘go to’ a given
flashcard, stick the remaining flashcards up around the classroom to introduce the new football
vocabulary shown on p6 of the workbook. As this is the first time the pupils will hear these new words,
ask the whole class to repeat the word after you. The selected pair/group should decide what they
think the word means, and go to stand next to it. The rest of the class can help them if required.
2. Enabling: development activity - 7-15 mins - whole class
Introduce and reinforce vocabulary by playing a memory game using the words with numbers PPT:
•

Introduce the numbers 1-10 in Portuguese by counting the shirt numbers aloud with the pupils.

•

Divide the class into two teams. Ask each team, taking turns, which football word is behind one of
the shirts numbered 1-10, using the structure: “Qual é a palavra no cartão [number of card]?”

•

The teams have to guess the word behind the shirt number you have given them. Click on the shirt
number to reveal an image. If the word the pupils have guessed matches the image, award a point.

•

Return to the home page by clicking on the arrow in the bottom left-hand corner. Repeat this
process, mixing up the numbers. As the game progresses, pupils will begin to memorise which
images are behind each shirt number, allowing more points to be scored.

•

End the game once all images have been correctly guessed, or once a team has reached a certain
number of points. As an alternative suggestion, get the pupils to ask the questions instead of the
teacher, practising the structure above.

3. Assessing: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class, pairs
(Workbook, p6) Now that you have established the football vocabulary, pupils can work in pairs to
complete the written tasks, matching the numbers with the images and then finding the words hidden
in the scarves. Seek oral responses from the pupils after they have completed the activities, practising
pronunciation of the words.
Note: This provides a good opportunity to introduce the concept of gender of nouns. Discuss this with
the pupils, emphasising that:
•

all nouns are either masculine or feminine

•

the gender of the word bears no inherent relation to gender in real life

•

you can take an educated guess at the gender of words - e.g. feminine words often (but don’t
always) end in an ‘a’

4. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Coming up in the next session: squad numbers.
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Unidade 2
Session 2
Session 2 introduces numbers from 11-35 and how to say which football squad
number you are wearing in the first and third person.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 10-15 mins - whole class
Start the lesson by saying “Olá!” and asking for responses - see Unit 1, Session 2.
Then, revise the vocabulary from the previous session by playing the ‘penalty shoot-out’ game.
•

Draw a goal on the board, with ten balls in front of it. Revise the numbers 1-10 in Portuguese by
counting the balls aloud with the pupils.

•

You must play the role of the goalkeeper; the pupils are the penalty-takers.

•

Select a word learnt in the previous sessions and prompt the pupils to name it, by mentioning its
first letter - e.g. for ‘a cabeçada’: “Indica uma palavra que comece com a letra ‘c’.”

•

If the pupils name the word correctly, tick one of the balls, indicating that the goal has been
scored. If they can’t think of a word within a given time frame, you save the goal, putting a cross
through it. The pupils should count their goal tally aloud as the activity progresses.

•

Select another word, and repeat as described above. If the pupils manage to score six goals, they
win; if you save six goals, you win; five-all is a draw.

2. Enabling: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class / pairs / small groups
Introduce numbers 11-35 by challenging pupils to take on the role of the stadium announcer, who
calls out the names of the players to the crowd before the game:
•

Give pupils the following structure to begin their announcement: “O onze do Arsenal [para hoje]:
...” (‘Para hoje’ means ‘for today’, which can be included or excluded in their announcement based
on pupils’ choice). Other useful phrases that pupils may want to include are “Bom dia / Boa noite,
senhoras e senhores!”, “Bemvindos ao Emirates Stadium!”

•

Pupils should then introduce the 11 players to the crowd, announcing their shirt number and
name (and position if they want) - e.g. “O número trinta e três – [o guarda-redes] – Petr Čech!”

•

Pupils should pause between the individual players to allow for the crowd (in this activity, their
classmates!) to cheer and applaud each player.

•

As an extension, pupils can announce which players will be substitutes, using the structure:
“No banco de reservas estão ...”. They could also announce an opposing team or their ‘dream team’.

3. Assessing: development activity - 8-13 mins - whole class, pairs
(Workbook, p7) Read the example text from the speech bubble, with the pupils repeating after you.
Pupils should work in pairs, firstly practising the model sentence structure orally by introducing five
players each from the team, pretending to be the players in question. (Encourage them to select
players from throughout the squad number range.) Then, they should work together to complete the
written activities, which introduce the 3rd person form of the verb ‘ser’ (to be). Ask pupils if they notice
the difference between ‘sou’ and ‘é’ and what they might mean.
4. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Coming up in the next session: colours - to describe football kits.
Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners
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Unidade 3
Overview
Unit 3 introduces colours, countries and nationalities, enabling pupils to talk
about their favourite football players.

Level

KS1, KS2, KS3

CEFR Level

A1

Topics

Colours, nationalities and
countries

Level
challenges

Words, sentences, texts

Objectives

•
•
•

To say and write colours
To understand and say nationalities and countries
To express personal feelings

•

Vocabulary: cores (vermelho, laranja, amarelo, verde, azul, roxo, rosa, castanho, preto,
cinzento, branco), nacionalidades (alemão / alemã, brasileiro / brasileira, chileno /
chilena, espanhol / espanhola, francês / francesa, inglês / inglesa, tcheco / tcheca) países
(Alemanha, Brasil, Chile, Espanha, França, Inglaterra, a República Tcheca)
Structures: Qual é o número do ...?, O ... é o número ..., Que cores há na fotografia?,
Que cor é?, A minha equipa preferida é ... . As cores do ... são o vermelho e branco.
Qual é a tua equipa preferida?, Quais são as cores do ...?, As cores / A cor desta equipa
são/é ..., Eu gostei ... / Não gostei ..., Que país é este?, Chamo-me ... e sou de …, O meu
nome é ..., Eu sou de …, Sou (nacionalidade), E tu? De onde és?, Qual é a tua nacionalidade?

Use of
language

•

•
Type of
activity

Grouping and
spaces

Skills

10

•
•
•

Enabling
(introduction, development)
Assessing
(development, revision, final)

Sensory
learning
styles

Visual, auditory, kinaesthetic

Grouping: Individual, pairs,
small groups, whole class
Space: Classroom

Timing

Two sessions of 30 to 45 minutes

Listening, speaking, reading,
writing, interaction

Resources &
materials

Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners

Downloads:
• PDF: Colour flashcards
• PDF: Football kits worksheet
• PPT: Country flags
Extras
• Pupils’ pictures of their
favourite football players
• Map of Europe / the world

Unidade 3
Session 1
Session 1 introduces colours in a football context.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 10-15 mins - whole class
Begin with some Portuguese greetings and responses from the pupils, as in previous sessions, and
play a quick game to refresh vocabulary learnt so far - e.g.
Squad number quiz: A quick-fire quiz to name the squad number of selected Arsenal players - e.g.
(using the first person, pretending to be the player) “O meu número é o ...”, (using the third person)
“Que número é o ...?”. Consider differentiated level of responses - e.g. the player’s name alone,
“É o ...”, “O ... é o número ...” etc.
Football words lotto: Ask pupils to write down five football-related words from p6 of the workbook.
Call out the words from the list at random; pupils can tick off the word if it is one of the five words
they have written down. Ask the pupils to decide on a word or expression they should shout out when
they have ticked off all five words to declare themselves the winner.
2. Enabling: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class, pairs
Ask the pupils why colours are important in football (e.g. for the strips, red/yellow cards etc.).
Using colour flashcards, introduce the colours, with the pupils repeating them after you. Discuss
language learning strategies: how can we remember them? Which are cognates? Look for patterns;
categorise.
Try making up actions to help remember each colour, e.g. mime a referee showing a player the red
card and pointing to the touchline, which prompts the response of ‘vermelho’, point up to sky for ‘azul’
etc. Work with pupils to invent actions which they can relate to, then play a game in which you / a
pupil performs the action and the rest of the class has to call out the colour.
(Workbook, p8) With the colours introduced orally, pupils should work in pairs to complete the written
activities, matching the coloured footballs with the names of the colours and then labelling all of the
colours that they can find in the match action photo below.
3. Enabling: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class, pairs
Show a picture of a player from your favourite football team, and model the sentence “A minha equipa
preferida é (o Arsenal). As cores do (Arsenal) são o vermelho e o branco”. Ask pupils what their favourite
team is and what colours they play in, using “Qual é a tua equipa preferida?” and “Quais são as cores
do ...?”.
Pupils should then play a ‘guess the team’ game in pairs. Give each pair a copy of the football kits
worksheets showing different teams’ football kits (or, for a simpler version, just write the name of the
team and mark the colours they play in using coloured pens). Pupil A chooses a team (without telling
Pupil B) and says “As cores / A cor desta equipa são/é ...”. Pupil B then has three chances to guess the
team, using “É ...?”. The roles are then reversed.
4. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Encourage them to use simple Portuguese structures such as “Eu gostei ... / Não gostei ...”. Coming up
in the next session: countries and nationalities - to describe where their favourite players are from.

Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners
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Unidade 3
Session 2
Session 2 introduces countries and nationalities, with pupils creating dialogues
based on their favourite football players.
Preparation: Pupils should bring in a picture of their favourite football player from a different

country (e.g. Santi Cazorla - Spain), and look up the name of the country they are from and the
corresponding nationality in Portuguese, writing this down for use in this session. Encourage them to
use a range of foreign players, not just the really famous ones.

Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 7-10 mins - whole class
Start with an activity to revise colours and introduce the topic of countries and nationalities:
•

Show different country flags using the country flags PPT

•

Point to a colour on the flag you are showing – e.g. the red of the Portuguese flag.
Ask the pupils to name the colour using “Que cor é esta?”.

•

After the colours have been practised, show the same flags but ask “Que país é este?”, introducing
the countries orally, with the pupils repeating after you.

•

Show a map of Europe / the world. Get the pupils to come to the front, and label the countries
which their favourite football players come from.

2. Enabling: development activity - 7-10 mins - whole class, pairs
Model the sentence “Chamo-me ... e sou de …”, then select pupils to respond, using “E tu? De onde és?”
(You can vary the structures used, e.g. using “O meu nome é ...” and “O meu país é ...”.)
When the pupils have had a chance to practise responding using their own information, they should
work in pairs to build up a dialogue, introducing their favourite football players, using the structures
practised previously. With vocabulary and structures secure, pairs can demonstrate to the class.
3. Assessing: development activity - 8-10 mins - pairs
(Workbook, p9) Introduce the written form of the countries of players from the Arsenal squad and
their corresponding nationalities. Pupils should work in pairs to complete the written activities, filling
in the speech bubbles.
Important: Point out how the female forms of the nationalities differ from the male forms - e.g.
‘inglês’ (m) becomes ‘inglesa’ (f).
4. Assessing: development activity - 8-15 mins - pairs / small groups
Using the vocabulary and structures practised so far, pupils should work in pairs or small groups
to write a brief dialogue/presentation of their favourite football players, including name, country,
nationality, and if you wish, their position and squad number from previous units. The pairs/groups
should then demonstrate to the rest of the class, with the rest of the class providing corrections at the
end, where necessary.
5. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Coming up in the next session: all about the geography of Portugal and some main cities.
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Unidade 4
Overview
Unit 4 introduces the points of the compass, the basic geography of Portugal,
the Portuguese football league: Primeira Liga, famous football teams and
their stadia. This final unit culminates in a celebratory activity in which pupils
implement and demonstrate what they have learnt.

Level

KS1, KS2, KS3

CEFR Level

A1

Topics

French cities, dates and
describing key facts about
football stadia.

Level
challenges

Words, sentences, texts

Objectives

•
•
•

To learn about the location of key cities in Portugal
To talk about the points of the compass
To talk about some of the main Portuguese football stadia

•

Vocabulary: a bandeira, a bússola, norte, sul, leste, oeste, o centro, a capital, perto (de),
a costa, a alcunha, o estádio, o treinador, o capitão
Structures: As cores da bandeira portuguesa são ..., Onde é ...?, ... é no..., Como é
chamado ...?, ... é chamado ..., Qual é a alcunha do ...?, Quais são as cores do ...?

Use of
language

•
•

Type of
activity

Grouping and
spaces

•
•
•

Enabling
(introduction, development)
Assessing
(development, revision, final)

Sensory
learning
styles

Visual, auditory, kinaesthetic

Grouping: Individual, pairs,
small groups, whole class
Space: Classroom

Timing

Two sessions of 30 to 45 minutes
Downloads:
• PPT: Country flags
• PDF: ‘Who am I?’ worksheet

Skills

Listening, speaking, reading,
writing, interaction

Arsenal Double Club Portuguese – Level 1: Beginners

Resources &
materials

Extras
• (picture of) an Portuguese flag
• Map of Portugal
• Pupils’ pictures of their
favourite football players
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Unidade 4
Session 1
Session 1 introduces pupils to the geography of Portugal, the location of key cities
and points of the compass.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 5-10 mins - whole class
Tell the pupils that this unit is based around Primeira Liga, and will introduce some of the main
teams and their stadia. To revisit previous material and activate previous knowledge, write ‘Portugal’
and show a Portuguese flag on the board. Say “Sou de Portugal. Sou ...”. The pupils should answer
‘português’ or ‘portuguesa’. Then, pointing at the flag, say “As cores da bandeira portuguesa são ...”. The
pupils should answer “vermelho e verde”. This can be repeated with other countries, nationalities and
flags using the country flags PPT, either asking individual pupils or the class as a whole.
2. Enabling: development activity - 7-10 mins - whole class, pairs
Draw a compass on the board and label it ‘a bússola’ (compass). Then, add the four points: ‘norte’, ‘sul’,
‘leste’, ‘oeste’, and ‘centro’ in the middle. After that, show a map of Portugal, and write on the board
“Onde é ...?”, then model the question “Onde é Lisboa?”, pointing at Lisbon on the map. Write the model
for the answer on the board: “... é no ... de Portugal”. Pupils should answer “Lisboa é no sul de Portugal”.
Show a map of Portugal on the board, with the main cities labelled. Pupils should work in pairs, taking
it in turns to ask each other “Onde é ...?” and respond with “... é no ... de Portugal”.
3. Enabling: development activity - 5-10 mins - individual / pairs
(Workbook, p10) Pupils should work individually or in pairs to complete the comprehension exercise,
reading the speech bubbles and deducing which city corresponds with which number.
This activity should be corrected orally as a group.
4. Assessing: development activity - 8-10 mins - whole class, pairs
(Workbook, p9) Using the pictures of the football players, model a speaking activity: “De onde é o
Lucas Pérez?”; “O Lucas Pérez é de Espanha”; “Onde fica Espanha?”; “Espanha é no oeste da Europa”. In
pairs, pupils should take turns to practise these structures using the other players on p9 and/or their
favourite football players (see Unit 3). To expand this activity, provide pupils with the ‘Who am I?’
worksheet from the website to play a guessing game based on the players’ nationalities, positions and
shirt numbers.
5. Assessing: final activity - 5 mins - whole class
Finish by asking the pupils what they have learnt in the session, and what they have enjoyed the most.
Encourage the pupils to use simple Portuguese structures. Coming up in the next session: all about
some famous Primeira Liga teams and their stadia.
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Unidade 4
Session 2
Session 2 introduces Primeira Liga, some famous Portuguese teams and their
stadia, culminating in a celebratory activity.
Suggested activities
1. Enabling: introduction / revision activity - 5 mins - whole class
Start with a brief recap on the points of the compass and describing location. Draw a compass and
point at it, asking “Como se chama?”. The pupils should answer “a bússola”. Then ask “Onde é Lisboa”;
the pupils should answer “no sul”. Further Portuguese (or British) cities can be used to elicit examples
of “no norte”, “no sul”, “no leste”, “no oeste” and “no centro”.
2. Enabling: development activity - 10-15 mins - whole class / pairs
Discuss the Portuguese teams and their stadia with the pupils. Which teams have they heard of? Do
they have a favourite team? Who are the star players?
In the next activities, pupils will learn how to talk about the teams and their stadia. They will recall
previous vocabulary and learn new words and structures. To introduce these, write the following
words on the board and ask the pupils to guess what they mean, encouraging them to take an
educated guess and use cognates: a alcunha, o estádio, o treinador, o capitão.
Now, ask the pupils: “Como é chamado o estádio do Arsenal?” (answer: Emirates Stadium),
“Como é chamado o treinador do Arsenal?” (answer: Arsène Wenger), “Como é chamado o capitão do
Arsenal?” (answer: Per Mertesacker), “Qual é a alcunha do Arsenal?” (answer: Gunners),
“Quais são as cores do Arsenal?” (answer: ‘vermelho e branco’).
(Workbook, p11) Working in pairs, pupils should fill in the written exercise and use the structures
demonstrated to ask each other questions about the other La Liga teams shown here. Alternatively,
pupils can formulate a series of true or false statements about the La Liga teams for their partner
to work out which ones are true, and correct those that are false. Pairs should demonstrate the
questions and responses to the class.
3. Assessing: development / final activity - 20-25 mins (expandable) - whole class, pairs / groups
As a final activity, pupils should work in pairs or small groups to come up with a quiz using selected
vocabulary and structures taught throughout the Double Club Languages programme. Encourage
them to be creative and to draw on everything they have learnt in all of the units. To make the quiz
more interesting, they could create supporting resources for quiz questions in a variety of formats e.g. using PPT slides or even videos.
Pupils should then run the quiz as a group activity - e.g they could adopt the role of game show hosts
or act as teachers for the session. This should provide a fun opportunity to practice and demonstrate
what they have learnt, and also to assess progress so far.
Finally, seek feedback from the pupils as in previous sessions, and congratulate them on everything
they have learnt - e.g. you could take a ‘champions’ photo in the manner of a football team that has
just won the cup.
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Palavras e frases úteis
English

Português

defender

(o/a) defesa

a

um / uma

difficult

difícil

a little

um pouco, meio

Do you like ...?

a lot

bastante, muito

Você gosta de / do /
da ...?

(in the) afternoon

à tarde

easy

fácil

all

todos / todas

England

Inglaterra

also

também

English

inglês / inglesa

always

sempre

(in the) evening

à noite

and

e

every day

todo dia

at one o’clock

à uma (hora)

family

(a) família

at two o’clock

às duas (horas)

fast

rápido / rápida,
ligeiro / ligeira

bad

mau / má

favourite

favorito / favorita

ball

(a) bola

football

(o) futebol

because

porque /
por causa de / do / da

football fan

big

grande

(o) adepto / (a) adepta
(Port); (o) torcedor /
(a) torcedora (Bras)

black

preto / preta

football match

(o) jogo (Port & Bras);
(a) partida (Bras)

blue

azul

football pitch

(o) campo

book

(o) livro

foul

(a) falta

boring

chato / chata, maçante

France

França

break

(a) pausa, (o) intervalo

free time

(o) tempo livre

brown (colour)

castanho (Port);
marrom (Bras)

French

francês / francesa

brown (hair/eyes)

castanho / castanhos (pl)

friend

(o) amigo / (a) amiga

but

mas

friendly

amigável (Port);
amistosa (Bras)

capital

(a) capital

fruit

(a) fruta

captain

(o) capitão / (a) capitã

fun

divertido / divertida

centre

(o) centro

German

alemão / alemã

city

(a) cidade

Germany

Alemanha

coach

(o) treinador /
(a) treinadora

glasses

(os) óculos

colour

(a) cor

Goal!

(o) golo (Port);
(o) gol (Bras)

computer

(o) computador

goalkeeper

corner

(o) canto (Port);
(o) escanteio (Bras)

(o/a) guarda-redes (Port);
(o) goleiro /
(a) goleira (Bras)

date

(a) data

Good

Bom! / Boa!

day

(o) dia

Good afternoon!

Boa tarde!
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Palavras e frases úteis
Good morning!

Bom dia!

It’s hot.

Está quente.

Goodbye!

Adeus! (Port);
Tchau! (Bras)

Italian

italiano / italiana

Good night!

Boa noite!

Italy

Itália

green

verde

left

(a) esquerda

grey

cinzento; cinza

lesson

(a) lição

happy

feliz

long (hair)

longo / longos (pl)

Happy birthday!

Feliz aniversário!

lunchtime

(a) hora do almoço

header

(a) cabeçada

mascot

(a) mascote

Hello!

Olá! / Oi!

midfielder

homework

(o) dever (de casa)

(o/a) médio campista
(Port); (o/a) meio campista
(Bras)

hour

(a) hora

month

(o) mês

house

(a) casa

(in the) morning

de manhã

How are you?

Como vai? Como está?

my

meu / minha

How do you say ... in
Portuguese?

Como se diz ... em
português?

My name is ...

Meu nome é ...

name

(o) nome

How do you spell it?

Como se soletra?

nationality

(a) nacionalidade

I am from ...

(Eu) sou de / do / da ...

never

nunca

I am ...

(Eu) sou ...

nickname

I don’t like ...

(Eu) não gosto de / do /
da ...

(a) alcunha (Port);
(o) apelido (Bras)

(at) night

de noite

I don’t understand.

(Eu) não entendo.

nothing

nada

I drink ...

(Eu) bebo …, (Eu) tomo ...

now

agora

I eat ...

(Eu) como ...

of

de / do / da

I like ...

(Eu) gosto de / do / da ...

on the bench (substitutes)

no banco (de reservas)

I live in ...

(Eu) moro em / na / no ...

or

ou

I love ...

(Eu) amo …, (Eu) adoro …

park

I prefer ...

(Eu) prefiro …

(o) relvado (Port);
(o) campo (Bras)

I speak ...

(Eu) falo ...

penalty

(o) penálti (Port);
(o) pênalti (Bras)

I think (that) ...

(Eu) penso (que) ...,
(Eu) acho (que) ...

player

(o) jogador / (a) jogadora,
(o/a) futebolista

important

importante

please

por favor

intelligent

inteligente

position

(a) posição

interesting

interessante

red card

(o) cartão vermelho

Ireland

Irlanda

referee

(o) árbitro / (a) árbitra

Irish

irlandês / irlandesa

right

direito / direita

It’s cold.

Está frio / fria.

sad

triste
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Palavras e frases úteis
Scotland

Escócia

to rest

descansar

Scottish

escocês / escocesa

to speak

falar

season (football)

(a) temporada

to wear

usar, vestir

shop

(a) loja

today

hoje

short (hair)

curto / curtos (pl)

toilet

short (height)

baixo / baixa

(a) casa de banho (Port);
(o) banheiro (Bras)

small

pequeno / pequena

tomorrow

amanhã

sometimes

às vezes

tonight

hoje à noite

soon

cedo, logo

trophy

(o) troféu

Spain

Espanha

TV

(a) televisão

Spanish

espanhol / espanhola

very

muito

stadium

(o) estádio

Very well, thank you!

Muito bem, obrigado! /
Muito bem, obrigada!

starting line-up

(a) equipa (plantel) titular
(Port); (o) time titular (Bras)

Wales

País de Gales

striker

(o) avançado / (a) avançada
(Port); (o/a) atacante (Bras)

week

(a) semana

weekend

(o) fim de semana

tall

alto / alta

welcome

teacher

(o) professor /
(a) professora

bem-vindo / bem-vinda;
bem-vindos / bem-vindas

Welsh

galês / galesa

team

(a) equipa (Port);
(o) time, (a) equipe (Bras)

What does it mean?

O que significa
(isto, isso)?

thank you

obrigado / obrigada

What is it?

O que é (isto, isso)?

the

o/a

What time is it?

Que horas são?

then (after)

depois

What’s your name?

Qual o seu nome?

There is / are ...

Há ...

Where are you from?

thing

(a) coisa

De onde vens (tu)? (Port,
informal); De onde é
(você)? (Bras, informal)

to be

ser

whistle

(o) apito

to begin

começar

white

branco / branca

to do

fazer

Why (not)?

Por que (não)?

to drink

beber

winger

to eat

comer

(o) extremo / (a) extrema
(Port); (o/a) ponta (Bras)

to go

ir

with

com

to have

ter

word

(a) palavra

to live

viver, morar

yellow

amarelo / amarela

to make

fazer

yellow card

(o) cartão amarelo

to play

jogar, brincar

to read

ler
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Answers
Answers to the activities in the pupils’ workbook
Workbook, p4
1. Olá! Chamo-me Shkodran Mustafi; 2. Olá! Chamo-me Francis Coquelin; 3. Olá! Chamo-me Alexis Sánchez;
4. Olá! Chamo-me Alex Scott.
Workbook, p5
From left to right (yellow spot): o/a guarda-redes; o/a defesa; o/a médio campista; o extremo / a extrema;
o avançado / a avançada. Pupils should write a player of their choosing in the space next to ‘Jogador’,
ensuring the player’s gender matches the article and noun above.
Workbook, p6
o adepto

12

o canto

18

Golo!

16

o apito

15

o cartão amarelo

13

o jogador

10

o árbitro

8

o cartão vermelho

5

a mascote

6

a bola

4

a equipa

7

o penálti

17

a cabeçada

14

o estádio

1

o treinador

2

o campo de futebol

9

a falta

3

o troféu

11

Words in the scarves:
falta; treinador; jogador; bola; cabeçada; equipa; troféu; árbitro; mascote; canto
Workbook, p7
Speech bubbles: Olá! Sou Emma Mitchell. Sou o número três; Olá! Sou Danielle Carter. Sou o número nove;
Olá! Sou Leah Williamson. Sou o número catorze.
A. 4; B. 17; 24
Workbook, p8
From left to right (coloured footballs): vermelho; azul; cinzento; roxo; cor de rosa; verde; preto;
cor de laranja; branco; castanho; amarelo
Workbook, p9
From top to bottom: Sou da República Tcheca. Sou tcheco; Sou da França. Sou francês; Sou da Alemanha.
Sou alemão; Sou do Chile. Sou chileno; Sou da Espanha. Sou espanhol; Sou da Inglaterra. Sou inglês;
Sou da Inglaterra. Sou inglesa. Pupils should then write which country they are from and their
nationality in the empty speech bubble using the same structure.
Workbook, p10
1. Braga; 2. Rio Ave; 3. Benfica; 4. Setúbal
Workbook, p11
A. Estádio do Dragão; B. Jorge Jesus; C. Luisão; D. Arsenalistas; E. vermelho, verde e branco
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